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All branches subsidiary of the repository bitbucket.org/rbrigden

EMAIL UPDATES
-------------

Commit 344aad on branch “mail”

“I want to kill HTML mail.”
=> HTML mail has been killed.

“Mail to students should include office location.”
=> Now included.

“meeting-confirm mail: can it contain a "cancel" link?”
=> Now contains raw cancel link.

“meeting-cancel mail: avoid replies going to developer!”
=> Student now replies to advisor and vice versa.

Commit c4a825d on branch “mail”

“If mail sending fails, right now we just croak.”
=> Attempt to send mail a given number of times.

url helper needed to generate links for emails
=> configure separately in development & production

UI IMPROVEMENTS
-------------

Commit 68e7eaa on branch ui1

"'Select calendars’ page is crappily formatted"
=> overhauled
Commit `c65271b` on branch `uil`

“calendar views need to be changed”
=> both advisor and student calendar

Commit `5c6d103` on branch `mail`

“special students link”
=> link for special students view